When handling panel-shaped objects, such as glass panes, a gripping device (4) is used in order to remove the objects from stacks (1, 2), in which the objects are inclined towards the vertical, or to position the objects onto stacks (1, 2), wherein the gripping device allows at least two stacks (1, 2) of objects to be formed on bearing blocks, the stacks (1, 2) differing from each other. The gripping device (4) has at least two grippers which are independent of each other. Suction heads (7) are provided as the grippers of the gripping device (4), the suction heads being pivotal independently of each other into and out of the suction head working position associated with the objects. In the process,
gripping device (4) suction heads (7) pivoted out of their operating position are arranged above the stacks (1, 2).
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR STACKING AND UNSTACKING PANEL-SHAPED OBJECTS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

The invention relates to a method and a device for the stacking and de-stacking of panel-shaped items, such as glass panels.

Description of the Related Art

Devices for stacking and unstacking are known, in which connection reference can be made to FR 2 525 196 A, WO 2012/037582 A, or EP 0 675 060 B1.

Panel-shaped objects, especially glass panels, are kept ready in storage (glass storage)—in stacks on a bearing block, for example.

On the bearing blocks, the panel-shaped objects (glass panes) stand inclined a few degrees (5°, for example) with respect to the perpendicular so that they lean securely on the bearing block.

For the unloading (“stacking”) and removal (“unstacking”) of panel-shaped objects, beams are provided that are equipped with suction heads (“suction beams”) and that are, for example, 6 meters long. The suction heads are applied to the upper edge of a panel-shaped object (glass pane) in order to raise the foremost object in each case from the stack and transport it for further handling or processing. For example, glass panes that have been removed (“unstacked”) from a bearing block are transported to a glass-cutting table.

For gripping/removing/detaching panel-shaped objects, comb-like devices (“combs”) are known. On the teeth of these combs, multiple (usually three) suction heads are arranged, so that the glass panes can be gripped over an extensive area. The comb-shape is chosen so that various devices that are outfitted with vacuum suction cups and used for conveying, storing, and transporting can feed glass panes to each other without it being necessary to suction-grip the panels from both sides (which would be damaging to coatings, for example).

Suction beams that are not divided into independent segments are known from FR 2 525 196 A.

It is problematic when different types of glass stand on the bearing block—for example, stacks of glass panes of different widths, or stacks of glass panes having the same or different glass types with different thicknesses. As a consequence, it used to be absolutely necessary to remove glass panes from each stack simultaneously. Only in this way was it possible to prevent the development of different stack thicknesses which make it impossible to work with gripping devices that are designed continuously over the length of the bearing block, even when these are designed as suction beams.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The object of the invention is to propose a method and a device of the type mentioned at the outset, with which the previously described problems do not occur.

This task is accomplished according to the invention on the one hand with a method that has the characteristics of claim 1, and on the other with a device in which the characteristics of the independent claim, directed at the device, are realized.

Preferred and advantageous embodiments of the invention are the subject matter of the dependent claims.

In one possible embodiment of the method according to the invention, it may be provided that at least two stacks are formed on a bearing block, whereby the stacks are different from one another.

In one possible embodiment of the method according to the invention, it may be provided that stacks are formed from different panel-shaped objects.

In one possible embodiment of the method according to the invention, it may be provided that at least two stacks of different thicknesses are formed when at least one panel-shaped object is added to at least one of the stacks or at least one panel-shaped object is removed from at least one of the stacks.

The device according to the invention can distinguish itself in one embodiment in that suction heads are provided as the grippers of the gripping device and that a source for creating an underpressure is assigned to them.

The device according to the invention can distinguish itself in one embodiment in that the grippers of the gripping device can be adjusted independently of each other into and out of their working position associated with the objects.

The device according to the invention can distinguish itself in one embodiment in that the grippers of the gripping device can be adjusted into and out of their working position through swiveling or linear movements, especially raising and lowering.

The device according to the invention can distinguish itself in one embodiment in that the grippers of the gripping device are arranged on a common beam.

The device according to the invention can distinguish itself in one embodiment in that the gripping device has at least two groups with at least one gripper, especially with at least two grippers, each.

The device according to the invention can distinguish itself in one embodiment in that the groups can be adjusted, especially pivoted, independently of each other into and out of the working position of the grippers.

The device according to the invention can distinguish itself in one embodiment in that the connection between the source for underpressure and suction heads that have been adjusted into their ready position is interrupted.

The device according to the invention can distinguish itself in one embodiment in that suction heads that have been adjusted in their working position are connected to the source for underpressure.

The device according to the invention can distinguish itself in one embodiment in that a device for moving in the space, e.g. a device in the style of a gantry crane, is assigned to the beam.

The device according to the invention can distinguish itself in one embodiment in that grippers of the gripping device that have been adjusted out of their working position are arranged above stacks.

Through the invention it is possible to position two or more stacks, for example stacks of various types of objects (e.g. types of glass), as two different stacks on a (single) bearing block and to remove objects from only one of the stacks and transport them away.

The invention makes it further possible to stack panel-shaped objects to form different stacks.

This is possible because the device according to the invention has a gripping device with at least two grippers that work independently of each other.

For example, the gripping devices have suction heads as grippers. These suction heads are connected to at least one source of underpressure, so that they can, by way of underpressure, be attached to a panel-shaped object (glass pane)
in order to grip the same and either remove it from a stack that is leaning on a bearing block or deposit it on a bearing block.

In a different embodiment, the gripping devices have transport forks as gripping devices; these are combined into at least two groups of at least two transport forks each.

The transport forks each possess preferably at least two carrying elements that are, for example, largely L-shaped. The objects to be stacked/unstacked stand, on the one hand, on the lower, shorter (essentially horizontal) limbs of the carrying elements (meaning they are supported by these from beneath); on the other hand, they lean against the longer (essentially vertical) limbs of the carrying elements.

In one embodiment, the transport forks are affixed on horizontal carriers (pivotable where applicable) such that they protrude downward from the carriers.

Suction heads can be arranged on the essentially vertical limbs of the carrying elements in order to secure objects held by the grippers during transport.

Even with grippers in the form of transport forks, two independently working groups with at least two carrying elements each are provided next to each other. This makes it possible to deposit/remove independent objects onto/from two stacks that are arranged next to each other without the thicker stack getting in the way of the gripping device. This is particularly the case when, as is provided in a possible embodiment, the L-shaped carrying elements can be pivoted away into/out of their working position.

This advantageous effect is also present in the embodiment of the gripping device with the grippers that are designed as swiveling suction heads or in the embodiment with carrying elements that, as necessary, can be removed and redeployed.

In one possible embodiment of the invention, it is provided that the grippers of the gripping device are transport forks.

In one possible embodiment of the invention, it is provided that each transport fork has at least two essentially L-shaped carrying elements.

In one possible embodiment of the invention, it is provided that suction heads are provided on the transport forks, especially on their essentially vertical limbs.

In one possible embodiment of the invention, it is provided that the carrying elements of the transport forks are arranged on beams, preferably separated from these in the downward direction.

In one possible embodiment of the invention, it is provided that the beams of at least two transport forks are fastened detachably on a main beam.

In one possible embodiment of the invention, it is provided that the transport forks can pivot into and out of their working position.

In one possible embodiment of the invention, it is provided that the carrying elements of the transport forks are designed essentially vertical in their working space.

In one possible embodiment of the invention, it is provided that the essentially vertical limbs of the carrying elements are designed to be of variable length.

In one possible embodiment of the invention, it is provided that the grippers with suction heads are combined with grippers with transport forks.

In one possible embodiment of the invention, it is provided that suction heads and transport forks are able to pivot independently of each other into and out of their working position.

Within the scope of the invention, it has also been considered to combine grippers in the form of transport forks with gripping devices that have grippers designed as suction heads. This makes it possible to securely transport heavy objects with grippers in the form of suction heads.

According to the invention, it is possible to individually activate in each case only the grippers of the gripping device that are assigned to a stack of at least two stacks on a bearing block, whereby the remaining grippers of the gripping device remain idle.

If the grippers of the gripping device according to the invention are suction heads, it is possible to move, for example by pivot, only the suction head (or two or more suction heads) that is (are) necessary into its (their) working position; in contrast, suction heads that are not necessary and that are arranged in the vicinity of a stack from which no panel-shaped object (glass pane) is to be removed can remain in their ready position.

With the invention it is advantageously possible to store two or more different glass types or glass panes in stacks with different widths and/or thicknesses on a single bearing block. Thereby, during the removal process only the at least one gripper of the gripping device is activated (for example, only the at least one suction head is moved into its working position) that is necessary for the removal of the desired glass type. This can take place without the remaining grippers (the remaining suction heads) of the gripping device colliding with one or more of the nearby stacks of other objects (glass types).

For instance, grippers of the gripping device that are not necessary, for example unnecessary suction heads, remain in their ready position above the stack. Only the necessary grippers (suction heads) are moved into their working position.

Moving the grippers out of the ready position into their working position and out of their working position into their ready position can be done by pivoting the grippers or by linear movement (up and down movement). Additionally, combinations of pivoting with raising and lowering of the grippers are also considered within the scope of the invention.

With the invention the advantage is also realized that multiple, less-wide stacks of identical or different glass types can fit on a single bearing block and therefore, even with a large variety of glass types, storage space can be saved.

If the gripping device provided according to the invention has suction heads as grippers, it is considered to combine the suction heads into at least two groups of at least two suction heads each.

Further details and characteristics of the invention will become clear from the following description of embodiment examples with the aid of the drawings.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING FIGURES**

FIG. 1 shows: a device according to the invention (without a bearing block), in schematic form,

FIG. 2 shows: the device from FIG. 1 (with a bearing block) from the side,

FIG. 3 shows: a device according to the invention combined with a crane, and

FIG. 4 shows: an embodiment of a gripping device with grippers in the form of transport forks.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION**

In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, two stacks 1 and 2 (glass batches) with different thicknesses and/or with dif-
ferent glass types (e.g. glass of different widths) stand on a bearing block 3 (not shown in FIG. 1).

A gripping device 4, designed as a suction beam in the example, is provided for removing glass panes from stacks 1 and 2 (glass batches). This gripping device has multiple groups 6, each with two grippers, mounted to pivot on a beam 5. In the example, the grippers each have two suction heads 7 that can be supplied with underpressure.

Although in the embodiment example the grippers of the gripping device 4, designed as suction heads 7, are pivotable, another embodiment of the device is considered in which the grippers designed as suction heads 7 can be moved by means of linear raising and lowering into their ready position and out of this into their working position. A combination of linear movement and pivoting of the grippers is also possible.

In FIG. 1, it is shown that four groups 6, each comprising two suction heads 7, are pivoted into their working position (in the example, pivoted downward), so that the suction heads 7, after being supplied with underpressure, can suck onto—that is grip—the foremost glass pane of the stack 1 and remove it from the stack 1. This occurs because the beam 5 is moved with the help of a drive of arbitrary design.

FIG. 1 also shows that the groups 6 of suction heads 7, assigned to the stack 2 (the right-hand stack in FIG. 1), remain pivoted in their ready position so that they are arranged above the stack 2 and do not hinder the movements of the gripping device 4 with its groups 6 of suction heads 7 that are pivoted into their working position. This is seen in FIG. 2.

The invention also provides for the suction heads 7, located in their ready position (meaning the suction heads 7 that have not been pivoted into their working position) to be separated from the source of underpressure, meaning they are not supplied with underpressure.

Only suction heads 7 that have been pivoted into their working position (in FIG. 1, the four left groups 6 of suction heads 7) are supplied with underpressure by connecting them to the source of underpressure as soon as they have been applied to glass panes of a stack 1 or 2.

The beam 5 can be connected to a device for adjusting, for example a gantry crane 10 (compare FIG. 3), for moving the beam 5 of the gripping device 4 in order to arrange the suction heads 7 that serve as grippers (provided on the beam 5) over the foremost glass pane of a stack 1 or 2 (glass batch).

In the device shown in FIG. 3, which is designed as a gantry crane 10, a gripping device 4 according to the invention is provided. The gantry crane 10 has a horizontal beam 11 and can be moved via rollers 14 over a chassis 13 comprising two legs 12. In this way the gripping device 4 can be brought close to a bearing block 3 (on which stacks 1 and 2 stand with glass panes) when glass panes are to be deposited (stacked) on the bearing block 3 in order to form stacks 1 or 2 or are to be removed (unstacked) from a stack 1 or 2 standing on the bearing block 3.

On the beam 11 of the gantry crane 10, a gripping device 4 is arranged that can pivot with multiple degrees of freedom. The gripping device 4 can, for example, be linearly moved vertically over the suspension 15 (perpendicular to the beam 11), horizontally (parallel to the beam 11 and perpendicular to the movement direction of the gantry crane 10), and can be rotated about a perpendicular axis.

FIG. 3 shows, exemplarily, that suction heads 7 are combined into four groups 6, each comprising two suction heads 7, on the beam 5 of the gripping device 4. The number of the groups 6 of suction heads 7 is not, however, limited to four, just as the number of suction heads 7 per group 6 is not limited to two.

As is indicated by linear motors 16 in FIG. 3, the distance between suction heads 7 and the distance between groups 6 of suction heads 7 can be variable.

Pivoting the suction heads 7 out of their ready position into their working position (left-hand side in FIG. 1) and out of their working position into their ready position (right-hand side in FIG. 1) can be done with the help of a lever 17, shown in FIG. 3, with a drive 18 (linear motor).

In FIG. 3 it is shown that, for the part of the gripping device 4 that is on the left in FIG. 3, not all suction heads 7 or groups 6 of suction heads 7 necessarily need to be pivoted simultaneously; rather, consideration is given to pivoting only the actually necessary suction heads 7 or groups 6 of suction heads 7 into their working position. Consideration is thus given to pivoting into their working position only as many suction heads 7 or groups 6 of suction heads 7 as are necessitated by the width of the glass pane being handled.

If, in one embodiment of the invention, it is provided that a predefined number of suction heads 7 or groups 6 of suction heads 7 is always pivoted into their working position, it can also be provided that suction heads 7 that are not gripping a glass pane (meaning suction heads 7 that are in their ready position) are not connected to the source for underpressure, meaning they are not supplied with underpressure.

The invention also calls for pivoting, collectively, all suction heads 7 (functioning as grippers) of the gripping device 4 according to the invention or groups 6 of the same within one area of the beam 5 (for example a half, a third, a fourth, or another segment of the beam 5) into and out of their working position. Consideration is, however, also given to using only individual suction heads 7 or groups 6 of suction heads 7 when smaller (narrower) glass panes are to be handled (stacked/unstacked).

The method according to the invention of stacking and unstacking of panel-shaped objects like glass panes proceeds such that at least two stacks are formed on a single bearing block, whereby the stacks are different from each other. These are, for example, stacks of different objects (glass types), meaning objects with differing dimensions (width and/or length and/or thickness), or stacks of variable thickness that can be unstacked or stacked independently of each other by removing or depositing objects from the bearing block.

With the method according to the invention, it is possible to form stacks from different panel-shaped objects, for example objects with different dimensions (width and/or length and/or thickness). For instance, at least two stacks that have different thicknesses are formed in that at least one panel-shaped object is deposited onto at least one of the stacks or at least one panel-shaped object is removed from at least one of the stacks.

The embodiment of a gripping device 4 shown in FIG. 4 has, in place of grippers with suction heads 7 as grippers, two transport forks 20. The transport forks 20 comprise, in the embodiment shown, four L-shaped carrying elements 21 that are mounted on horizontal beams 22 such that the L-shaped carrying elements 21 protrude downward from these. The beams 22 are removable arranged on a main beam 23.

The two groups shown in the example, of transport forks 20 (each having four carrying elements 21) can, after they have been removed from the main beam 23, be held ready for new use in storage containers. While one transport fork
is being removed, the other transport fork 20 that remains on the main beam 23 can be used to stack/unstack.

The carrying elements 21 each have a longer, essentially vertical limb 24 and a shorter, essentially horizontal limb 25. The horizontal limbs 25 support objects that are to be transported and that are gripped by the gripping device 4 from below. The objects lean thereby on the vertical limbs 24 of the carrying elements 21. In order to hold objects securely on the transport forks 20, the carrying elements 21 can be fitted with suction heads 26 on their vertical limbs 24. The longer, essentially vertical limbs 24 of the carrying elements 21 can be designed to be length-adjustable (telescoping, for example).

The transport forks 20 or at least their carrying elements 21 can, as described above for the embodiment with suction heads 7, be pivoted out of their working position shown in Fig. 4 as well as out of their ready position back into the working position. When one of the transport forks 20 has been pivoted out of its working position, objects can be removed (unstacked) from neighboring stacks of panel-shaped objects and deposited (stacked) in such stacks, even when the stacks are not of the same thickness. This function is also possible when a transport fork 20, comprising a group of carrying elements 21, has been received from the main beam 23.

Apart from that, the embodiment shown in Fig. 4 of a gripping device 4 can be used in the same manner that has been explained above for the embodiment shown in Figs. 1-3.

Additionally, the advantage of greater freedom of movement and, optionally, shorter paths arises because the transport forks 20 can be removed from the main beam 23 and because the main beam 23 can be moved over stacks and/or bearing blocks and the like in a warehouse.

Within the scope of the invention, an embodiment is considered in which the gripping device 4 of the embodiment shown in Figs. 1-3 is combined with a gripping device 4 of the embodiment from Fig. 4. With such a combined gripping device, it may be provided that suction heads 7 and transport forks 20 are able to pivot independently of each other between the respective ready position and the working position.

The method of the invention can advantageously be executed with the help of a device according to the invention.

In summary, an embodiment of the invention can be described as follows:

When handling panel-shaped objects, such as glass panes, a gripping device 4 is used in order to remove said objects from stacks 1, 2, in which the objects are inclined with respect to the vertical, or to position said objects onto stacks 1, 2, wherein the gripping device 4 allows at least two stacks 1, 2 of objects to be formed on bearing blocks, said stacks 1, 2 differing from each other. The gripping device 4 has at least two grippers which are independent of each other. Suction heads 7 are provided as the grippers of the gripping device 4 with said suction heads being able to pivot independently of each other into and out of the suction head working position associated with the objects. In the process, gripping device 4 suction heads 7 pivoted out of their operating position are arranged above the stacks 1, 2.

The invention claimed is:

1. A device for stacking and de-stacking of panel-shaped items, or glass panels, comprising:
   a. at least two different stacks, side-by-side on a bearing platform, in which the items or panels stand inclined to vertical, are stacked by placement of the panel-shaped items or panels, and are de-stacked by the removal of the panel-shaped items or panels, using a gripping device for purposes of capturing the items, wherein the gripping device comprises at least two sections side-by-side, each section having at least one gripper, or each section having at least two grippers, the grippers are configured to be moved by swiveling movements or linear movements, or raising/lowering linear movements, that are independent of one another, into and out of their operative positions associated with items, and the grippers when moved out of their operating positions are arranged above stacks.
   b. The device in accordance with claim 1, wherein suction heads are provided as the grippers, with which a source of reduced pressure is associated.
   c. The device in accordance with claim 1, wherein transport forks are provided as the grippers.
   d. The device in accordance with claim 3, wherein each transport fork has at least two essentially L-shaped load-bearing elements.
   e. The device in accordance with claim 3, wherein suction heads are provided on the transport forks, or on the transport fork’s essentially vertical arms.
   f. The device in accordance with claim 4, wherein the load-bearing elements of the transport forks are arranged on beams, or are protruding downwards from the beams.
   g. The device in accordance with claim 3, wherein the transport forks are detachably mounted on a main beam.
   h. The device in accordance with claim 2, wherein the grippers with suction heads are combined with grippers with transport forks.
   i. The device in accordance with claim 1, wherein suction heads and transport forks can be swiveled independently of one another into and out of their respective operative positions.
   j. The device in accordance with claim 2, wherein transport forks are provided as the grippers.
   k. The device in accordance with claim 4, wherein suction heads are provided on the transport forks, on their essentially vertical arms.
   l. The device in accordance with claim 5, wherein the load-bearing elements of the transport forks are arranged on beams, protruding downwards from the beams.
   m. The device in accordance with claim 4, wherein the transport forks are detachably mounted on a main beam.
   n. The device in accordance with claim 5, wherein the transport forks are detachably mounted on a main beam.
15. The device in accordance with claim 6, wherein the transport forks are detachably mounted on a main beam.

16. The device in accordance with claim 2, wherein the grippers with suction heads are combined with grippers with transport forks, and each transport fork has at least two essentially L-shaped load-bearing elements.

* * * * *